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Abstract
This thesis deals with the problem of classification and clustering of tonal
sounds. Tonal sounds are a class of sounds that are localized in frequency
and extend over a time with frequency modulation. To achieve those goals,
the problem of tonal extraction is also studied.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The presence of noise in the oceans has been growing in the recent years
due to the increasing levels of human activity on the seas. Those activities
include the offshore industry, petrol industry and transport industries. This
noise contamination damages the marine ecosystem. In order to plan human
activities on the seas in such a way that they produce the minimum alteration
to the marine ecosystem it is very beneficial to be able to understand the
relation between anthropogenic and natural process. One the practical side,
this thesis could be the starting point for future technologies that could help
plan human activities in such a way that mitigate the most the impact they
produce on the ocean environment. A part from protection of the ocean
fauna from hearing loss and damage to their sonars this project could also
help researchers to monitor marine fauna.
This chapter is a brief overview of the problem which has been the ob-
jective of this thesis and the means by which it is addressed. The aim of
this thesis is the classification in real time of underwater frequency modu-
lated acoustic signals into predefined groups. The signals are constrained
into those being frequency modulated because the automatic classification
of impulsive sounds has already been subject of considerable study. Apart
from classification, clustering of tonal sounds is also a topic of this thesis.
The kind of acoustic emissions that can be found on the underwater envi-
ronment in the seas and oceans of the planet come from 3 broad categories,
those categories are biological sources, i.e. dolphins, baleens, etc; anthro-
pogenic sources, i.e. ship motors, ship sonars, etc; and natural phenomena
like earthquakes and rain. Of those categories, those that produce frequency
modulated tonal sounds are marine mammals and some ship sonars.
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The underwater signals studied in this thesis are obtained from deep sea
platforms and offshore moored stations, and are transmitted wirelessly or
though a cord to coastal computer centers, where the signals are analyzed.
The platform available for this thesis was the ANTARES platform, which
is an underwater neutrino detector in the Mediterranean sea. The ANTARES
platform includes 22 hydrophones which captured part of the signals analyzed
in this thesis. The other part are from the data-set provided in the 5th
International Workshop on Detection and Localization of Marine Mammals
using Passive Acoustics.
Figure 1.1: A photo of a part of the ANTARES observatory.
1.1 Dolphin Whistles and Tonal sounds
Dolphin whistles can be distinguished from the rest of the marine sounds by
their narrow frequency bands and their relative stable frequency. This makes
the extraction feasible using a combination of techniques explained in this
thesis.
Even though it is feasible to perform the extraction, most of the whistles
recorded have low signal-to-noise ratios, which makes extraction and clas-
sification very difficult to perform. So to be able to perform the necessary
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steps to classify different sources it is necessary to use specially designed
algorithms.
Figure 1.2: Example of a short time Fourier transform of dolphin whistles.
1.2 datasets
On this thesis 2 datasets have been used; the ANTARES Neutrino detector
has been used to build a dataset with dolphin whistles and artificial (ship)
sonars. This dataset has been used for classification and clustering of tonal
sounds. The dataset made available for the 5th International Workshop on
Detection and Localization of Marine Mammals using Passive Acoustics, has
been used to evaluate the tonal extraction and classification. This dataset is
composed of tonals labeled with the species they belong to.
1.2.1 ANTARES
The ANTARES Neutrino detector has been used to capture audio from the
Mediterranean sea. It is located off the coast of Toulon, France. A tonal
sound detector was used to trigger the recording of audio when tonal sounds
were detected in a signal. In the case of the signals used in this thesis, the
signals captured from this dataset are short tonal sounds in the range of 1kHz
to 25kHz.
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1.2.2 5th International Workshop on Detection and Lo-
calization of Marine Mammals using Passive Acous-
tics
The International Workshop on Detection and Localization of Marine Mam-
mals using Passive Acoustics is one of the most important Workshop in the
area of passive acoustics. The 5th Workshop was about tonal sounds and a
dataset was made available with labeled tonal sounds from various species,
including Common dolphin and Bottlenose dolphin, which are the ones used
in this thesis.
Chapter 2
State of the Art
The problems addressed in this thesis are quite novel and there is no system
known to the author capable of solving them in a robust way, so the areas
still need research. The systems in the literature perform the following tasks:
denoising, tonal extraction, feature extraction and classification.
In the following section the most used methods that solve the problems
studied in this thesis are presented.
2.1 Tonal extraction
In this stage the mixtures are de-noised, that is, as much noise as possible is
removed from the mixtures. Apart from removing the noise some methods
attempt to separate each individual tonal sound, when they occur concur-
rently. Different methods have been used in this step that attempt to solve
the problem to a certain level of accuracy. Most methods assume that only
one call is present at a time, or that the calls don’t overlap in frequency.
After this, some methods transform the resulting signals into features which
attenuate the similarities between the classes of signals to be classified or
clustered and increase the similarities of the signals inside each class. The
result of this stage is latter used to perform classification or clustering.
2.1.1 The silbido tonal extractor
This technique [73] works with time-frequency peaks on the spectrogram. It
maintains 2 graphs sets, the first is the fragment set which contain small
5
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graphs, the second is the active set which contains larger graphs. The tech-
nique consists on a succession of steps, the first one being the graph extension,
and latter graph pruning and tonal disambiguation. Those steps are explained
in further detail in the next subsections.
Graph extension
On all paths to be extended a polynomial is fit with the last 25 ms of this
path. A new peak extends a given path in a graph if it is within 50 ms of
the path’s endpoint and the difference between the predicted frequency of the
polynomial in the time instant of the peak and the real frequency of the peak
is less than 1000. The first paths that are tried to be extended are the ones
in the active set; if no path is found for a given peak, paths in the fragment
set are considered. When then longest path in a graph in the fragment set
exceeds 50 ms, the graph is moved to the active set.
Graph pruning
On this step graphs that are too far away from the current time position are
assumed not to be expandable and are either discarded or tonal sounds are
extracted from them. When graphs are less than 150ms long are discarded.
With the rest of the non expandable graphs a graph disambiguation al-
gorithm is used to extract the paths that intersect. To evaluate which path
should be followed on each intersection polynomials are fit on the incoming
and outgoing paths with 300 ms of data each. Then the average squared
error of the fitting of each pair of paths is evaluated to determine the most
likely path.
The following is the expression used to evaluate the likelihood of a pair
of paths in an intersection, to form a tonal.
penalty(ini,k, outj,k) =
1
pathk,ini,k
∑
tin∈pathk,ini,k
(stin − poutj,kf (tin))2
+ 1
pathk,outj,k
∑
tout∈pathk,outj,k
(stout − pini,kf (tout))2
Where tnode is the time of a node, and ini,k and outj,k represent the i
th
input and jth output edges from the intersection node k, pathp,k = {all nodes
along the path p which are less than 300 ms apart from intersection node k},
and p
ini,k
f and p
outj,k
f are polynomials estimated from 300 ms of the data.
The result of this step are the tonal sounds extracted from the signal.
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2.1.2 Edge detection
In the work [23] a feature extraction method base on edge detection is pre-
sented. This method operates on the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
of the sound mixture, and is based on Computer Vision techniques that de-
tect edges on images to find relevant features.
After edge detection, tracing of the whistle is done using a contour fol-
lowing algorithm that attempts to follow a smooth path.
After the whistle contour has been traced, it is encoded in a compact way
fitting quadratic equations using least squares algorithms. When the error
of the optimization process is too large the whistle is split in two regions.
2.1.3 Matching Kernels
The technique described in [64] is based on generating synthetic templates
of each call type and use cross-correlation to match them with frames of the
signals analyzed. The technique even though it is very easy to implement, it
provides good enough results in with baleen whales and probably other types
of cetaceans with limited variety of calls. In the case of dolphin whistles the
variety of whistle types would turn the manual identification of tonal classes
unworkable and would require some tonal clustering method.
Once the tonal classes have been identified and samples for each class have
been collected the time-frequency and amplitude of all samples in each class
are averaged to generate the synthetic template for each class. Once the
averages have been computed the synthetic kernel is computed separating
the tonal sound into segments each represented by a linear equation, and
concatenating them together to form the kernel. The parameters for the
equations that form the kernel are the starting frequency, ending frequency,
starting amplitude, ending amplitude, and duration. The expression of the
kernel and amplitude and frequency necessary to compute the kernel, are the
following:
f(t) = f0 +
1
2
(f1 − f0)
d
t
a(t) = a0 +
1
2
(a1 − a0)
d
t
k(t) = a(t)sin(2pif(t))
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To match a kernel against the signal cross-correlation is used, which has
the following expression:
d(t) =
∑
t0
x(t+ t0)k(t0)
This expression gives a matching index, which can latter be compared
with a threshold to determine if a given call type has been detected or not.
2.2 Classification
In this stage the resulting representation of the tonal sounds produced in
the previous stage is used to classify from different types of tonal sounds. A
sample of the algorithms used to achieve this used in the research literature
is explained in the following sections.
2.2.1 Gaussian Mixture Models
Gaussian Mixture Models are probabilistic models that model a probability
distribution as a mixture of random variables. Those mixture components
model individual sub-populations, so mixture models can models complex
probability distributions modeling each individual sub-population as a para-
metric distribution.
Gaussian Mixture Models can be described mathematically in the follow-
ing way:
K = number of mixture components
N = number of observations
µi=1...K = mean of component i
σ2i=1...K = variance of component i
φi=1...K = mixture weights, i.e., prior probability of a particular component i
Φ = K-dimensional vector composed of all individual φ1...K ; must sum to 1
zi=1...N = component of observation i
xi=1...N = observation i
F (x|θ) = probability distribution of an observation, parametrized on θ
zi=1...N ∼ categorical(φ)
xi=1...N ∼ N (µzi , σ2zi)
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Gaussian Mixture Models can be used to classify fixed length vectors or
matrices, and they can be used for example to learn and classify normalized-
length frequency time-series.
To learn a Gaussian Mixture Model the expectation maximization algo-
rithm is used.
Expectation Maximization
Expectation Maximization is an algorithm used to compute the maximum a
posteriori or maximum likelihood estimate of parameters in statistical models
given data, when the models depend on unobserved, or latent, variables.
The algorithm works in two steps. In the Expectation step the value of the
likelihood using current parameters is computed. And on the Maximization
step parameters maximizing the log-likelihood computed in the Expectation
step, are computed.
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Chapter 3
Tonal extraction
3.1 Description
In this chapter the extraction of tonal sounds is explained. The process has
the purpose of removing the noise from the signal and separating each indi-
vidual tonal sound. The method explained in this chapter has been named
LIDO Extract. Underwater signals have a very large noise component, and
the number of tonal sounds in the signal is unknown a priori, so the com-
plexity of this task is high, and it requires specially conceived methodologies.
3.2 Signal processing front-end
The signal is first processed using signal processing techniques. The first step
is to perform on each individual frame a short time Fourier transform using a
window size of 0.046 ms and 50% overlap. After that the spectrogram matrix
is transformed to log scale. The next step consist on removing impulsive
sounds and equalizing the spectrogram. The frequency ranges have been
limited to the range from 1kHz to 50kHz.
3.3 Segmentation
Once the signal has been transformed to a succession of matrices, each of
which representing the time-frequency energy decomposition of a frame of
the signal, the signal can be further processed in such a way to separate the
11
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time-frequency parts of the signal that contain the tonal sounds, from those
that are just noise. This task is going to be referred to as segmentation and
to perform this task it is necessary to study the properties of tonal sounds
that make them different from the noise present in the underwater environ-
ment. As explained previously, the underwater environment contains a heavy
portion of noise, this noise could be theoretically characterized as pink noise
since it is much larger on low frequencies and becomes exponentially smaller
as the frequency increases. The tonal sounds on the other hand are char-
acterized by localized energy peaks which extend in time with usually some
frequency modulation.
Given this description, the simplest way to perform the separation could
be to define a certain threshold on the energy level and determine that below
of that threshold a time-frequency component (bin) corresponds to noise and
otherwise it corresponds to a tonal sound. This technique works because non-
tonal emissions produced by marine mammals have been mostly suppressed
in the signal processing front-end step, so most of the remaining high-energy
time-frequency components are from tonal emissions.
But instead of this technique, another method based on computer vision
research has been used to produce smoother results. This method consists
on modeling a spectrogram of a frame of the signal as a Conditional Random
Fields. On this graphical model, the graph nodes are each time-frequency
bin, and the edges represent the frequency and time proximity. Each node
is connected with an edge to the four surrounding bins in the spectrogram.
This conditional random fields modeling separates portions of the spec-
trogram that contain high energy densities from those that contain lower
energy densities. It’s an smoothed version of the thresholding method, that
increases the probability of a node being part of a tonal when it is among
nodes considered part of a tonal, and decreases the probability of a node
being a tonal when it is among nodes considered noise.
3.3.1 Conditional Random Fields
Conditional Random Fields are a type of probabilistic graphical model, which
represent the model random variables as nodes in a graph and their condi-
tional dependencies as the edges of the graph. The graph is undirected, which
means that the conditional dependencies are both ways. And the probabilis-
tic model is discriminative, which means that it can not generate random
samples of the random variables that compose the model.
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Certain conditional random fields morphologies can be computed in an
exact way, but most can’t and approximate methods are required.
• If the graph is a chain or a tree, message passing algorithms can produce
exact solutions.
• If the graph has only pairwise edges, using max-flow techniques it is
possible to compute the exact probability. The Conditional Random
Fields models used in this thesis has this morphology so max-flow tech-
niques are used to compute the labeling produced by the conditional
random fields.
• If the graph has any other shape approximate algorithms are necessary.
The conditional probability of a certain input pattern taking a certain
label is proportional to:
p(y|x) ∝ exp(
∑
e∈E,k
λkfk(e, y|e, x) +
∑
v∈V,k
µkgk(v, y|v, x))
Where fk are a set of functions that map a certain pattern of a certain edge
to a given feature. And gk are the equivalent of fk for vertices. In this
thesis, gk returns the energy in the time-frequency bin, and fk is the Pott’s
model, which assigns 1 to edges with both vertices with different labels and
0 to edges with equal labels. λk and µk are weights applied to functions fk
and gk. Conditional Random Fields allow us to incorporate local contextual
constraints in labeling problems. Conditional random fields uses the Gibbs
probability measure on the energy of a graphical model. The Gibbs measure
is the unique that maximizes the entropy for a given expected energy and
gives the following probability for a given energy:
P (L|X) = 1
Z
exp(− 1
T
E(L|X))
where T is a constant, Z is a normalizing factor necessary to turn the energy
into a probability, and E is the energy function. Given that only unary
and pairwise potentials are non-zero, the energy that defines a conditional
random field is as follows:
E(L|X) = α
∑
i∈S
V1(li|X) + (1− α)
∑
i∈S
∑
i∈Ni
V2(li, li′ |X)
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We aim at maximizing P (L|X), i.e. minimizing E(L|X). In the context of
this thesis each spectrogram bin is represented by a node in the graph and
edges represent the interaction with the neighboring spectrogram regions.
3.3.2 Graph Cuts
Graph Cuts is a combinatorial optimization algorithm, that aims to solve
energy optimization problems defined in terms of partitioning a graph. The
algorithm computes the maximum flow of the network, and from the Max-
Flow/Min-Cut theorem it obtains the cut with the minimum cost of the
graph. This algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem necessary
to perform the labeling in a Conditional Random Fields model.
Figure 3.1 shows the graph cuts algorithm on a graph with only 2 nodes.
On this figure first a flow on edges with cost 2 and 5 is performed. After
that step one edge is saturated. Another iteration is performed of a flow on
edges valued 9 and 4. Another edge is saturated on this step. On the third
iteration a flow is defined for edges valued 5, 2 and 3. This iteration saturates
another edge, and no more flows from source to sink can be produced.
Capacity
The capacity of an edge c : E → R, denoted by cuv or c(u, v), corresponds
to the maximum amount of flow that can pass through an edge.
Flow
A flow is a mapping f : E → R+ denoted by fu,v or f(u, v), subject to the
following constraints:
• Capacity constraint: fuv ≤ cuv for each (u, v) ∈ E
• Conservation of flows: ∑(u,v)∈E fuv = ∑(v,u)∈E fvu for each v ∈ V \
{s, t}
The value of the flow is |f | = ∑v inV fsv, where s is the source of the
network. It represents the amount of flow passing from source to sink.
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Figure 3.1: Example of the graph cuts algorithm on a graph with only 2
nodes
Max flow min cut theorem
The maximum flow problem consists on maximizing |f |, that is maximizing
the flow between the source and the sink.
An s-t cut C = (S, T ) is a partition of V into two nontrivial disjoint
subsets, such that the source s ∈ S and the sink t ∈ T .
The Cut-Set of C is the set {(u, v) ∈ E|u ∈ S, v ∈ T}. If those edges are
removed |f | = 0 because no flow passes between source and sink.
The capacity of an s-t cut is defined by c(S, T ) =
∑
(u,v)∈SxT cuv
The minimum cut problem is minimizing c(S, T ), that is, determine S
and T such as the capacity of the cut is minimal.
The maximum value of an s-t flow is equal to the minimum capacity
over all s-t cuts. The max-flow min-cut dual problem can be formulated as
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two dual linear programming problems, which proves by the strong duality
theorem that when the primal problem (Max-flow) has optimal solution, the
dual problem also has optimal solution, and the two solutions are equal.
3.3.3 Parameter learning
The only parameter necessary for this algorithm is α, a parameter that con-
trols the weight in the energy function of the pairwise energy values among
each two nodes connected by an edge and the own nodes energy values. To
determine this value a grid search has been used on twenty equally spaced
values, starting with a very small weight to the node’s own values and a large
weight to the pairwise component, and finishing with the opposite in which
only the nodes’ individual probability have weight. More details are provided
in the experimental evaluation section.
3.4 Grouping
Once an spectrogram has been segmented, the next step consists on grouping
those segmented regions into tonal sounds. A region is defined as a connected
component in a modified version of the conditional random fields graph with
only nodes labeled as tonals and the rest of the nodes removed. Once each
region has been identified, the fundamental frequency for each time bin in the
region is extracted. To compute the fundamental frequency for each time-bin
a weighted average of the frequencies in the region on that particular time,
weighted with the energy on each frequency bin, is computed. The result is
a time-series for each region with the fundamental frequency for each time
bin.
To group the regions features are extracted from each pair of temporal ex-
tremes of regions and the likelihood of the two regions belonging to the same
tonal is computed using SVM Ranking. Those features are the following:
• Euclidean norm of the frequency and time distance of the pairs
• The slope difference between both regions. This is computed fitting a
degree 1 polynomial on the previous 6 frequency values.
• Sum of the relative energies of both regions.
• Sum of relative sizes of both regions.
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After that all the pairs of temporal region extremes are grouped in de-
scending order of likelihood. The same temporal region extremes are not
allowed to be grouped more than once. A maximum time-frequency distance
in which is possible to perform the grouping is also imposed. After grouping
has been performed the LOESS [20] method is used to smooth the result.
This regression method fits a quadratic polynomial for each data point using
nearby points.
Figure 3.2: All the stages of the extraction process: a) The spectrogram of
a frame of the signal after it has been processed with the relevant signal
processing techniques. b) All the extracted regions before grouping, c) The
grouping of the regions, d) The resulting tonals smoothed
3.4.1 SVM Ranking
The ranking SVM is a ranking algorithm, it orders a set of ”objects” repre-
sented by feature vectors given a model learned from examples. In the linear
case used in this thesis a vector is found in feature space that can be used
to rank the features given its ordering in the direction of the vector; instead
of finding an hyperplane that separates the feature points in two classes as
in the case with SVM classification. The optimization problem used to learn
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this vector is the same as in the case of SVM classification, so the same
algorithms can be used.
Once this vector has been learned, the ranking can be computed as the
inner product of each feature vector with the ranking vector and order the
results.
Further details on the implementation of the algorithm used to perform
SVM ranking can be found at [45].
3.4.2 Parameter learning
As previously explained the likelihood or performance function of a pair of
regions is computed as a the inner product of the feature vector with a
parameter vector.
To learn this parameters the ranking SVM algorithm is used to infer
the best parameters to rank the pairs of regions. This algorithm has been
trained with a dataset obtained using a specially developed interface, with
69 grouped regions pairs and 57 not grouped region pairs. The only ranking
information provided to the algorithm is that the grouped regions have a
higher rank than the not grouped regions.
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
The extraction of tonal sounds, as explained before, has a succession of steps
each of them requiring some parameters. In the segmentation step a pa-
rameter named α is necessary to adjust the balance of weights between the
pairwise relations between spectrogram bins and the energy value of each bin.
This parameter has been adjusted experimentally using a grid search. In the
figure 3.3 a ROC curve with the precision and recall of the tonal extraction
varying α is shown.
The next step is grouping each segmented part into tonals. This step has
4 parameters, which are adjusted using a ranking SVM algorithm.
3.5.1 Metrics and dataset
The metrics used to compute the performance extracting tonals are:
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Figure 3.3: ROC curve of the extraction varying the alpha parameter.
• recall is a measure with the following mathematical expression:
recall =
tp
tp + fn
where tp are true positives, and fn are false negatives.
• precision has the following expression:
precision =
tp
tp + fp
where tp are true positives and fp are false positives.
• coverage is average percentage of a ground truth that is covered by the
detected tonals.
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LIDO Extract Silbido
PRECISION: 70.00% 76.90%
RETRIEVAL: 60.87% 80.00%
COVERAGE: 69.69% 86.00%
FRAGMENTATION: 1.08 1.20
DEVIATION: 882.96 70
Table 3.1: This table shows the best results obtained on each tonal extraction
system
• fragmentation is the average number of detections per ground truth
tonal.
• deviation is the measure of the average frequency deviation between
the path of the ground truth and the detected tonals.
In table 3.1 the best results for this method is shown and compared to
the Silbido tonal extractor [73].
Chapter 4
Tonal classification
4.1 Description
Once the tonal signals have been extracted the resulting time-series are clas-
sified using Continuous Density Hidden Markov Models. Hidden Markov
Models have been chosen because they model dynamical systems like the
time-series of tonals, and are able to learn length varying inputs. These
properties make Hidden Markov Models ideal candidates for the classifier.
Most kinds of tonals could be classified into two broad categories: marine
mammals (dolphins, whales, etc) and anthropogenic sources (artificial sonars,
etc), and to represent those signals feature extraction has been done in 2
ways, and two different datasets have been used to evaluate each method.
The first method uses the result of the tonal extraction algorithm explained
in the previous chapter, and the other one uses instead a combination of a
tonal detector and the extraction of Cepstral coefficients. When the detector
triggers the system computes the Cepstral coefficients of the detected tonal.
The tonal detector [5] used is property of the LAB research group developed
in prior research. This second method instead of processing tonals in an
individual fashion classifies a whole time slice.
For the evaluation 2 datasets have been used of different complexity and
each one using a different feature extraction method. The first feature extrac-
tion method has been used to classify between 2 classes of dolphin whistles,
those are Bottlenose dolphins and common dolphins. The dataset used was
the one used to evaluate the tonal extraction process, the dataset for the 5th
International Workshop on Detection and Localization of Marine Mammals
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using Passive Acoustics.
On the experiments performed on this dataset using 3 mixtures, states
varying from 1 to 40 states and 4-fold cross-validation with 800 whistles (400
for each class) the system was able to classify with 62% of accuracy.
The other experiment attempted on this chapter was the classification,
using the ANTARES dataset, between dolphin whistles and artificial sonar.
Since artificial sonar is very difficult to find in this dataset the number of
samples was very limited. The dataset used for the experiment contained 26
artificial sonar samples and 33 dolphin whistles. On the rest of this chapter
this second experiment is explained in more detail.
4.2 Feature extraction
As explained before to perform classification 2 classes of features have been
used. The resulting frequency series from the tonal extraction method pre-
sented in the previous chapter can be used as features for classification. Also
another methodology has been tested which speeds up considerably the fea-
ture extraction process, and can produce similar performance. This second
methodology uses a tonal detector, developed at LAB, to determine the re-
gions in the signal that contain tonal sounds. After those regions have been
determined the Cepstral coefficients of those regions are computed. The
expression of the Cepstral coefficients is the following:
F−1{log(|F{X}|)}
Where F is the Fourier transform and X is a window of the signal.
For this thesis the Cepstral coefficients have been computed using a win-
dow of 0.032 seconds and a window overlap of 50%. Those Cepstral coeffi-
cients are split in frames of 50 computations of Cepstral coefficients. Those
frames are then 0.82 seconds long, and this length is enough to perform
classification of signals between dolphin whistles and artificial sonar.
On table 4.2 the correlation of the first 10 Cepstral coefficients is shown,
it can be seen that the correlation is very low, and the highest correlation is
between coefficient 1 and 4 and also 3 and 4.
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9
C1 1.0000 0.0438 0.1992 0.3034 0.0159 -0.1390 -0.0700 0.0168 0.1441
C2 0.0438 1.0000 -0.1042 -0.0490 -0.0151 -0.0085 0.0149 -0.0297 -0.0964
C3 0.1992 -0.1042 1.0000 0.3995 0.0847 -0.1013 -0.0677 0.0743 0.2031
C4 0.3034 -0.0490 0.3995 1.0000 0.0637 -0.1891 -0.0059 0.0709 0.2233
C5 0.0159 -0.0151 0.0847 0.0637 1.0000 -0.0381 -0.0204 0.0893 0.0018
C6 -0.1390 -0.0085 -0.1013 -0.1891 -0.0381 1.0000 0.0269 -0.1394 -0.0570
C7 -0.0700 0.0149 -0.0677 -0.0059 -0.0204 0.0269 1.0000 -0.1442 -0.0402
C8 0.0168 -0.0297 0.0743 0.0709 0.0893 -0.1394 -0.1442 1.0000 0.0144
C9 0.1441 -0.0964 0.2031 0.2233 0.0018 -0.0570 -0.0402 0.0144 1.0000
C10 0.0803 -0.0332 0.0951 0.1468 -0.0112 -0.0622 0.0363 -0.0285 0.0097
Table 4.1: Correlation matrix for the Cepstral coefficients.
4.3 Classification
Once the features have been extracted, it is possible to perform classification
of the signals. To perform classification a continuous density hidden Markov
model is learned for each class. A continuous density hidden Markov model
is a probabilistic model that models a sequence of real numbers or vectors of
real numbers. Those vectors of real numbers in this thesis are the Cepstral
coefficients explained in the previous section. To determine which class the
model determines is the most suitable for the data, all the HMMs are evalu-
ated and the one that gives the most probability determines the class. This
corresponds to the maximum likelihood class. To make predictions more ac-
curate instead of the likelihood it could be possible to compute the posteriori
probability of the model multiplying the likelihood by priors (probability of
each class), but in this evaluation the dataset contains almost 50% of each
class so it would not improve the result. The frequency ranges in the first
dataset have been limited, as with the tonal extraction, to the range from
1kHz to 50kHz and on the ANTARES dataset from 1kHz to 7kHz. In the
case of the ANTARES dataset the classification is between dolphin whistles
and artificial sonar, and artificial sonar has always been found under 7kHz,
so this frequency range has been chosed. In the case of tonals above this
frequency range they can be automatically classified as dolphin whistles.
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4.3.1 Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov Models are a kind of dynamical graphical models, that is,
they are a way to perform probabilistic modeling as a group of random vari-
ables with interdependences represented in a graph, in such a way that the
graph nodes represent the random variables and the graph edges represent
the interdependences between random variables. A graphical model takes
advantage of the sparsity of the conditional dependencies between random
variables to simplify the computation of probability distributions over the
model variables.
The main types of graphical models are Bayesian graphical models and
Markov random fields. A Bayesian graphical model is a probabilistic graph-
ical model that represents random variables and their conditional dependen-
cies as a directed acyclic graph. On the other hand, Markov random fields
are probabilistic graphical models that represent random variables and con-
ditional dependencies as an undirected, and possibly cyclic, graphical model
that satisfies the Markov conditions.
A Hidden Markov Model is a special case of a Bayesian network. Hid-
den Markov Models could be defined as a 5-tuple Ω = (Φ,Σ, pi, δ, λ). The
first term, Φ = (1, . . . , K), corresponds the to the states. Every state has
a set of possible emissions Σ, which can be a continuous or discrete set,
and probabilities λ associated with those emissions. The probabilities of a
given state occurring are δ, which are discrete. Also pi are the starting prob-
abilities which correspond to the probability that a sequence may start at
a given state. The emissions can be observed and thus are used to solve
the three problems formulated using HMM, which are Evaluation, Decoding
and Learning. In evaluation a sequence of observations is provided and the
probability of having been generated by a given HMM has to be computed.
On decoding also a sequence of observations is provided and the objective
is to find which is the most likely hidden state sequence that lead to this
observation sequence. The learning problem consists on inferring the model
parameters provided a set of observation sequences. On this thesis only
evaluation and learning are used. For the evaluation problem an algorithm
based on dynamic programming is used. This is called the Viterbi algorithm,
which has a computational complexity of O(K2N) and it requires O(KN)
space. For the learning problem, the Baum-Welch algorithm, also know as
Forward-Backward Algorithm, is used. See the appendix for details.
In this thesis continuous density emissions have been used, and each prob-
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ability distribution is modeled using a mixture of Gaussian.
4.3.2 Parameter learning
Apart from learning the transition probabilities, the emission probabilities
and the initial state probabilities, which are learned using the Baum-Welch
algorithm, the model topology is also necessary to be determined from other
means. The model topology corresponds to the number of states, the number
of mixtures and also the number of Cepstral coefficients. In the next section
the parameter values considered and the way they have been selected is
explained.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
The parameters of the tonal classification which are not learned automatically
from the data are the number of hidden states, the number of mixtures and
the number of Cepstral coefficients. Those parameters have been adjusted
empirically, starting by the number of Cepstral coefficients.
To determine the number of Cepstral coefficients, the following number
of coefficients were tried 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. The number of mixtures used
was fixed to 3 and to evaluate the accuracy a 5-fold cross-validation has been
used for each of the following number of states: 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40. The
results of those 6 tests across all number of states were averaged resulting in
the accuracy for a certain certain number of coefficients.
In figure 4.2 the number of Cepstral coefficients has been plotted against
the accuracy, it can be seen that the best number of Cepstral coefficients
is 8. After the number of Cepstral coefficients has been fixed the number
of mixtures was fixed. To determine this parameter the same procedure
explained before was used but this time fixing the number of coefficients to
8 and varying the number of mixtures.
Figure 4.1 is a plot of the number of mixtures vs the accuracy; it can
be seen that with only 1 mixture the results are already very good and that
adding mixtures can even degrade the accuracy, so this parameter was fixed
to 1.
Once those parameters have been fixed, the accuracy of the system for
different number of states was evaluated. In the figure 4.3 it can be seen this
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accuracy for different number of states. The best results are obtained for 10
states.
Figure 4.1: A plot comparing the number of mixtures and the accuracy, fixing
the number of Cepstral coefficients to 8.
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Figure 4.2: A plot comparing the number of Cepstral coefficients with the
accuracy.
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Figure 4.3: A plot comparing the number of states with the accuracy, fixing
the number of Cepstral coefficients to 8 and the number of mixtures to 1.
Chapter 5
Tonal clustering
5.1 Description
Apart from classification, clustering of tonal sounds has also been attempted.
Clustering tonal sounds is of interest because labeling tonal sounds is a very
time consuming task and clustering could help obtain labeled data. Another
application could be to improve the performance of the hidden Markov mod-
els used for classification of tonals, learning a hidden Markov model for each
cluster of each class.
Clustering could be performed using any kind of features to represent
the signals but Cepstral features, introduced in the previous chapter, are the
ones that have been used because they have shown to provide good results
and are very efficient computationally.
In the following section the process of clustering tonal sounds is explained
in detail.
5.2 Herarchical agglomerative clustering
Clustering of the tonal sounds has been developed as a bottom-up process, in
each iteration grouping of clusters from the previous iteration is performed
to form a new set of clusters. On each iteration the clustering of the signals
is performed using a matrix of distances between each previous iteration
cluster pair. To compute this distance matrix hidden Markov models are
learned for each cluster on each iteration and a sample of tonals from the
rest of the clusters is used to compute the likelihood of those other clusters
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being correctly modeled by the hidden Markov model of a given cluster. This
likelihood could be interpreted as a similarity metric and is used to compute
the distance matrix, multiplying the likelihood by -1. In the first step of
this algorithm, instead of using HMMs, a technique called Dynamic Time
Warping [78] has been used. This technique computes a distance metric
between two time-series, and in the first step of the clustering algorithm the
distance of all pairs of samples have been computed using Dynamic Time
Warping.
To be able to decide when to stop the hierarchical clustering process a
metric of the quality of the clusters is used. This metric is the BIC (Bayesian
Information Criterion) measure and takes into account the likelihood of the
fit and the number of resulting clusters (i.e. model complexity) to avoid
over-fitting.
The expression of the BIC measure is as follows:
BIC = −2ln(L) + kln(n)
Where L is the maximum likelihood for the estimated model, k is the number
of free parameters to be estimated, and n the number of samples.
To perform clustering the resulting distance matrix is clustered using a
single linkage clustering algorithm using Euclidean distances. The resulting
hierarchy of clusters is transformed into a flat clustering. This transforma-
tion into a flat clustering is performed as follows: given a distance metric
computed as the height in the tree of a node representing the distance of the
two sub-nodes that merge on this node, the clustering is performed finding
an horizontal cut that leaves N or less clusters. This N parameter is set in
each iteration as the current number of clusters minus one.
5.3 Experimental evaluation
The dataset used for the experimental evaluation are 46 samples of the
ANTARES dataset, with dolphin whistles and artificial sonar. The figure
5.1 is a plot of the number of clusters against the BIC measure. It can be
seen that the best number of clusters is 8. A sample of 3 of the 8 clusters gen-
erated with the algorithm in the iteration that provides the best BIC value
is also shown. Clusters 1 (figure 5.2) and 2 (figure 5.3) for example con-
tain mostly artificial sonar signals and cluster 6 (figure 5.4) contain mostly
dolphin whistles.
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Figure 5.1: BIC measure against number of clusters
Figure 5.2: Cluster 1
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Figure 5.3: Cluster 2
Figure 5.4: Cluster 6
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
The topics that this thesis addresses are relatively unexplored. This thesis
work has supposed a great deal of literature research work. In this thesis a
novel method to extract tonal sounds has been developed with good perfor-
mance compare to the state of the art methods. A fast method to perform
classification of certain types of tonal sounds (dolphin whistles and artificial
sonar) has also been developed with very good performance. This particular
task had never been achieved before, and was needed for the research group
LAB, where this thesis has been developed. Clustering of tonal sounds has
also been attempted with a specially conceived agglomerative tonal sounds
clustering algorithm, with good results, but needs further research.
6.1 Future work
Some minor experimentation was performed in a new line of research to im-
prove the results of the methodologies explained in the tonal extraction chap-
ter. The task of extracting tonal sounds from a signal could be performed
separating the different emitting sources that have produced the sound mix-
ture; this would separate the time concurrence of tonals and the only nec-
essary post processing step would be to separate each tonal from the same
source which would never occur at the same time, which would make this
last task trivial. Most current source separation methods work using multiple
channels and taking advantage of the time delay between different channels
of different sources. In the case of the ANTARES dataset, different channels,
up to 22, are available. This line of research could produce good results but
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has been left out of the scope of this thesis.
Another possible improving in the case of dolphin species classification
could be learning more than one hidden Markov model for each dolphin
species, using the clustering method presented in this thesis. This would
simplify each hidden Markov model, and most likely provide better results.
Appendix A
Background information
A.1 The Viterbi algorithm
The Viterbi algorithm is aimed at computing the most likely hidden state
sequence that leads to a given observation sequence, that is, the maximum a
posteriori of a observation sequence. The algorithm is a dynamic program-
ming algorithm an is based on computing recursively for each observation
the following set of equations.
On the first observation the following equation is used:
V0,k = P (y0|k)pik ∀k ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}
On this equation, for all states the posterior probability of that sequence
starting on this state is computed based on the evidence, that is, the probabil-
ity of emission of a the first observation and the prior probability of starting
on that state. On the next observations, the following equation is used:
Vt,k = P (yt|k) max
x∈S
(ax,kVt−1,x) ∀k ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}
On this recursive function parts of the sequence are added to the com-
putation of the maximum a posteriori probability. The algorithm proceeds
on the observation t and for all states, computing the probability of the evi-
dence, that is the probability of emission of the current observation on this
state and the maximum over all states of the product of the transition be-
tween that state and the current state, and the value of the function on the
previous observation on that state.
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To retrieve the states which are most likely back pointers have to be
saved. This algorithm has complexity O(T |S|2).
A.2 The Baum-Welch algorithm
The Baum-Welch algorithm, also know as the Forward-Backward algorithm,
is a particular case of the generalized expectation maximization algorithm. It
works in three steps, on the first step it computes the forward probabilities,
on the second step it computes the backward probabilities, and on the third
it computes the smoothed values.
• Forward probabilities: They represent the probability of producing
oi,t−1 and ending up at state si.
• Backward probabilities: They represent the probability of observing a
given observation sequence knowing that at time t the state is si.
The forward algorithm computes the following function recursively:
αj(t+ 1) =P (O1,tXt+1 = j)∑
t
P (O1,t, Xt = i,Xt+1 = j)∑
t
P (O1,t−1, Xt = i)P (ot, X,t+1 = j|O1,t−1, Xt = i)∑
t
P (O1,t−1, Xt = i)P (ot, X,t+1 = j|Xt = i)∑
t
αi(t)ai,jbi,j,ot
(A.1)
With base case:
αi(1) = pii
The backward algorithm computes the following function:
βi(t) = P (Ot,T |Xt = i)
That is, the probability of emitting a certain sequence starting at time t
with state i, which is computed recursively.
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The base case of the iteration is:
βi(T + 1) = 1
And the induction is:
βi(t) =P (Ot,T |Xt = i)∑
j
P (ot, Ot+1,T , Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)∑
j
P (ot, Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)P (Ot+1,T |Xt = i,Xt+1 = j, oj)∑
j
P (ot, Xt+1 = j|Xt = i)P (Ot+1,T |Xt+1 = j)∑
j
βj(t+ 1)ai,jbi,j,ot
(A.2)
The Forward-Backward algorithm can be used to find the most probable
state for any particular time but it can not be used to find the most probable
sequence.
The expression of the Forward-Backward algorithm is as follows:
γi(t) = P (Xt = i|O) = P (Xt = i, O)
P (O)
=
αi(t)βi(t)∑
j αj(t)βj(t)
That is, the probability of being at state i at time t given O observation.
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